
A REVIEW OF WHATS EATING GILBERT GRAPE

In the small but eventful world of Gilbert Grape, emergencies are a natural state. His younger brother, Arnie, has a way
of climbing the town.

Oh, just a loony housewife that wants him at every turn, a mother who requires as much care as a child and a
mentally challenged brother who requires almost as much care as a toddler. I had never been a DiCaprio fan
until I watched this movie, now I see him in a completely different light. His boss, who runs the local grocery
store, is under threat from the big new supermarket on the edge of town, which has live lobsters in a tank -
something the folks in Endora, Iowa Pop. His mother, who weighs pounds, spends days at a time just sitting
on the sofa. I only recently watched this film, but I can already tell that I will be returning soon. This is best
seen in the treatment of the two seriously afflicted characters, Momma and Arnie. One of the movie's best
qualities is its way of looking at the fat mother and the retarded brother with sympathy, not pity. I recommend
this to anyone who enjoys a compelling if a sometimes slow narrative. With a young DiCaprio nominated for
an Oscar after his breakthrough performance here, it was clear he would go on to be a successful actor. This is
a great film, and if nothing else, watch it because a swede directed it. After the film was over, I felt like I had
just come out from a tunnel, only then seeing the light, and putting together what I had seen. All of the
problems that the family suffers on a daily basis are right at the forefront throughout the film, but no one ever
really seems unhappy, except for the mother, and we get the feeling that her unhappiness is both the cause and
the result of her morbid obesity. His mannerisms and vocal inflection as Arnie were dead on. Beyond this
outstanding performance is an incredible movie. His younger brother, Arnie, has a way of climbing the town
water tower and forgetting how to get back down. On his delivery rounds for the grocery store, he makes
frequent stops at the home of Mrs. All of the characters felt tangible and real and the intertwined sub-plots
were handled expertly. At home, Gilbert oversees his two younger sisters; the household runs according to
rituals, and for some time the kitchen table, with dinner on it, has been brought to Momma Darlene Cates so
that she won't have to go to it. We get a brief explanation of how she came to be so heavy, but not really much
more than, "I wasn't always like this. Fabulous film, fantastic performances. A modest effort of uninsistent
qualities but many felicitous moments, this is not the sort of self-trumpeting, broadly commercial release
normally associated with the year-end holidays. The teenage son Arnie Leonardo DiCaprio is developmentally
disabled, which causes him to repeat words and phrases overheard while being incapable of understanding
how these words might be hurtful to others, such as repeating "Dad's dead! The fact that Hallstrom is able to
combine these qualities with comedy, romance and even melodrama make the movie very rare. LegitSalt Apr
9, This review contains spoilers, click expand to view. Poor young Gilbert Depp, in a vastly charming,
sympathetic performance , the rueful narrator hero, is by default the man of the family in a tumbledown house
in a vision of Iowa no one could mistake for heaven. It seems that all of this normality, charming in both its
daily routine and its total difference from the daily monotony that the majority of us are used to, is presented
to us so that we can get to know Gilbert, his daily life, and his family, as they are before the cataclysmic
arrival of Becky Juliette Lewis. I truly felt engaged and enthralled throughout the entirety of the film. A
change of pace for almost everyone involved results in spectacular success. What helps is the small town
itself. And if Gilbert's solution is unrealistically tidy, his troubled but good-hearted perspective is everything
Hallstrom needed to pull this enchanting and disarming film together. Monotonies which may have continued
forever had she not arrived. He resists any temptations to simply pack up and leave their small Iowa town like
his older brother. More worldly and sophisticated than the local rubes, Becky gently entices the reticent,
unassertive Gilbert into a tentative romantic relationship just as his lover Mary Steenburgen is moving away.
But word of mouth, probably starting with teenage girls but potentially extending to a wide variety of
audiences, could reward distrib patience with good long-term results. I have always had an eye for Depp's
acting, and Lewis is, like always, little.


